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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
The course in Architectural Design is organized into a series of pro-
gressive stages or "grades", six in number, judiciously correlated with the
other courses in the Department and yet sufficiently independent so that
a student may commence or finish his work in design in any semester, re-
gardless of his ranking in his other courses.
The atelier system prevails. The solution of the assigned problem
is evolved by the individual student with the aid of the instructor's criti-
cism, library research, and class lectures. < h'dinarilv it requires three
years to advance from the elementary use of the Orders, in Grade I.
through an intelligent composition of the plan and elevation, in Grade \ I.
after which a student may elect and is encouraged to pursue advanced
work in design on special problems.
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THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Architecture is located on the third and fourth
floors of Engineering Hall. Here are to be found lecture rooms, studios,
drafting rooms, class rooms, offices, and last but most important, the
Ricker Library of Architecture. The long halls on the fourth floor form
the exhibition gallery and one invariably finds the walls covered with
interesting pieces of work.
The department is rapidly outgrowing its present quarters, and if
the present plans of the University are carried out the Department of
Architecture will be housed in a building of its own in a very few years.
THE VENETIAN FETE
They say the architects are a jolly lot. Especially is such a rating
current since one night in March—the ioth. to be exact,—when the
Mazdas on the fourth floor burned extra long and joyously for the
Venetian Fete. The Architectural Club staged the affair; everybody
helped; the girls were there in bits of oriental effects, and so were the
men. < ioing-home time came only too soon, even for those who generally
spend Saturday nights on next week's Graphics. Long live King Papier
.Mache!
CONSTRUCT 1< IN
The structural element is emphasized more s] ecifically in the course
for the architectural engineers, and yet it i- not slighted in the work that
is required of the architects. All students in the Department spend a year
on working drawings, a course in building construction with plans and
details in the different materials at the service of the builder. Graphic
Statics and the design of steel trusses and frames, is given in the last
two years.
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